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HOLDSWO
We just keep
on winning..
The outstanding range of Volkswagen motor caravans on
the road today is undoubtedly the Richard Holdsworth
range - and we've got the trophies to prove it I
Take, for example, our 'top of the tree' Variety high top.
Currently it holds the highest accolade of all - Motor
Caravan of the Year Joint winner. A n d you can't beat that.
Just take a look at some of the features that make this the
best you will find - no matter where you look.
Then there's our Villa elevating roof Volkswagen. We've
always known it was pretty good and now that we've
fitted the most advanced solid sided elevating roof of all, it's
not surprising that it wasjudged the Best Elevating Roof
Motor Caravan at the last Earls Court Caravan Show.
It's no wonder the judges were impressed. Years of research
went into it's design and now it has truly eclipsed all others
being the only roof of it's type that is double skinned and
fully insulated and which goes up in one action.
But it's not only our roofs that catch the judges eye. The
Villa and Variety are winners in three vital areas - SPACE,
FEATURES and QUALITY. Let's look at them in more detail...

S P A C E . A motor caravan only scores top marks if it has
space - space to move around in and space to live in. And in
this critical area the Richard Holdsworth Villa and Variety
high tops score more points because they both use
Volkswagen's own high top giving uninterrupted
headroom from the rear engine deck right to the front
windscreen.

Approved
Converters

Richard Holdsworth's solid sided elevating roof has a similar
superiority. Apart from the fact that the roof is the first of its
type to lift in one action, it has more aperture space and
headroom than almost any other roof on the market today.
F E A T U R E S . Hot water on tap: 220 volt hook-up for
portable TV's and other domestic appliances: single and
double beds: the latest non-scratch enamel cookers and
sinks: swivel cab seats and cab dinettes. These arejust a few
of the advanced features awarded bonus points by the
judges.
Q U A L I T Y , In the world of motor caravans, Richard
Holdsworth has an unrivalled name for quality. Richard
Holdsworth craftsmen work only in solid timber. Furniture
units have rounded edges and work tops have expensive
roll edges. Rich weaves in woollen based fabrics grace deep
comfortable seats and beds. Full length brass piano hinges
are used extensively and carpet type trim gives excellent
insulation even in 'out of season' touring.
S P A C E - F E A T U R E S - Q U A L I T Y . The three vital areas
where VILLA and VARIETY take the winner's crown.
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